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Welcome to the September 2013 edition of the Resources Update, Piper
Alderman’s publication designed to keep you up to date with legal developments
that affect members of the energy and resources sector in Australia.

A New Government: New Policies
With the election now out of the way and a new Government sworn in Senior Associate, Leanne McClurg takes a look at the Coalition’s
Policy for Resources and Energy and provides some dot points on what that policy has in store for industry:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abolition of the carbon and mining taxes.
Changes to the environmental approvals processes. The Coalition will look to cut green tape thereby encouraging timely commencement of
new projects. State and Territory governments will likely be offered the opportunity to act as a ‘one stop shop’ for environmental approvals
and, if they agree, would administer a single approvals process including approvals under both state and commonwealth legislation.
An incentive scheme to encourage mining exploration (see further details below).
A gas supply strategy to address the potential gas supply shortage in Eastern Australia. The Coalition indicated it will put in place, through
the Standing Council on Energy and Resources, mechanisms to provide greater transparency of gas trades, gas pricing and supply.
A Coal Seam Gas management policy which supports access to prime agricultural land only where the farmer agrees, where there is not
long term damage to underground water supply and where agricultural production is not permanently impaired.
Scrutiny of applications for oil and gas retention leases. The Coalition has indicated its commitment to developing fields and bringing them
online.
A new Energy White Paper to be delivered within twelve months.
Formalisation of the agreement to sell uranium to India.
Resolution of community concerns over wind farms.
Greater consultation with industry.

The Exploration Development Incentive
The coalition’s Policy for Resources and Energy contains an Exploration Development Incentive (EDI) that will allow investors to deduct the
expenses of mining exploration against their taxable income. Senior Associate, Leanne McClurg sets out what we know about the EDI
so far.
•
•
•
•

The incentive is designed to target small exploration companies as it limits eligibility to those with no taxable income.
It will apply to investments made from 1 July 2014.
The incentive will be capped at $100 million.
The ATO will determine a proportion of expenses that can be claimed as tax credits by investors.

Final implementation details are yet to come and will be determined in consultation with peak industry representative bodies, with a review
every 12 months. We will update you on these details in coming editions of Resources Update.
Leanne McClurg - lmcclurg@piperalderman.com.au
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ASIC’s Regulatory Guide 247

Effective Disclosure in an Operating and Financial Review
On 27 March this year, ASIC released
Regulatory Guide 247 which aims to
guide and assist listed entities, their
directors and preparers of Operating
and Financial Review comply with section
299A of the Corporations Act allowing
a reasonable assessment of the entity’s
operations, financial position and business
strategies and prospects. Partner, Greg
English and Lawyer, Hai-Young Lu
look at what this means for directors.

Financial reports to ASIC – What
is an Operating Financial Review?
Companies, registered schemes and
listed entities are required to prepare
an annual report and accompanying
directors’ report under the Corporations
Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act).
Annual financial reports contain
information about an entity’s financial
position and performance, however, it
will rarely provide all the information
needed to assess its position, underlying
reasons for its results and information
about business strategies and prospects
regarding future financial performance.
An Operating and Financial Review
(OFR) is required as part of a listed
entity’s directors’ report and is designed
to be read in conjunction with the
financial report to complement and
supplement it in order to better meet the
information needs of shareholders.

The requirements of an OFR
The requirements of an OFR are set out
in section 299A of the Corporations Act. It
must contain information that members of
the listed entity would reasonably require to
make an informed assessment of:
•

the operations of the entity reported on

•

the financial position of the entity
reported on

•

the business strategies and prospects
for future financial years.

»» financial position - Detailing the
underlying drivers of and reasons for the
financial position. Explaining accounting
information in the financial report.

It must exclude information that is likely
to result in ‘unreasonable prejudice’ to the
entity. Such information should be tailored to
reflect individual circumstances of the entity
and business environment it operates in.

»» business strategies and prospects for
future years - Focusing on what may
affect future financial performance
including business strategies, prospects,
business risks for future financial ‘years’.

Purpose of RG 247
ASIC released Regulatory Guide 247 (RG
247) on 27 March 2013, which aims to guide
and assist listed entities, their directors
and preparers of OFRs in complying with
the requirements of section 299A of the
Corporations Act in order to:
•

promote better communication of
useful and meaningful information to
shareholders

•

assist in understanding the existing OFR
requirements.

Overview of RG 247
RG 247 contains guidance on the following:
•

Discussion of the overall principles that
should guide the preparer of an OFR
(e.g. presenting a narrative and analysis
of an entity’s financial position).

•

Guidance on each of the requirements
contained in section 299A of the
Corporations Act, including information
that must be disclosed on:
»» entity’s operations - utilising overviews
of operations, results of operations,
discussing significant changes during the
reporting period. Relating information to
the context of the business model of the
company. Discussing key dependencies
(such as contracts and underlying drivers
of performance).

•

Guidance on the use of statutory
exemption in s299A(3) of the
Corporations Act regarding the
exclusion of information in an OFR that
is likely to ‘unreasonably prejudice’ an
entity.

•

Good disclosure practices that may
assist in producing an OFR that aligns
with the overall objectives of the OFR
requirements and worked examples.

Considering the immediate effect of RG
247, preparers of OFRs should carefully
consider its requirements. It may require
additional or amended disclosure from
previous OFRs, and may impact directors’
legal responsibility in disclosing prospective
information. Directors should consider the
way in which they will document any basis
for utilising the unreasonable prejudice
exemption.
Greg English - genglish@piperalderman.com.au
Hai-Young Lu - hlu@piperalderman.com.au
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BEWARE: Mine site camps!
GrainCorp Operations Ltd v Liverpool
Plains Shire Council & anor [2013]
NSWCA 171
Operators of mining camps and
providers of temporary workers
accommodation need to be aware of
a recent decision of the NSW Court
of Appeal which declared invalid a
planning consent approving a new
accommodation village because it was
considered a “residential use” and
was therefore granted in breach of a
local planning instrument. Partner,
Andrew Price and Lawyer, Kate
Angus take a look at the decision and
its impact.
In GrainCorp Operations Ltd v
Liverpool Plains Shire Council & anor,
MAC Services Group (MAC) NSWCA
171 applied for and obtained the
consent required under NSW planning
legislation for the development of a
new workers accommodation village
servicing the needs of resources
companies on an area in north western
NSW.
GrainCorp Operations sought to
restrain the development alleging
the consent was granted in breach

of the local planning instrument. In
NSW, areas of land are divided into
permitted land uses (or zonings) which
are controlled by environmental plans.
These environmental plans are legislative
instruments created under the planning
legislation either at a state or local level.
In this case the relevant land was zoned
“General Agricultural” which specifically
prohibited the development of residential
buildings.
GrainCorp argued the workers
accommodation village was a “residential
building” and therefore was prohibited.
In deciding the village was a residential
building the Court of Appeal said that
when attempting to characterise the true
purpose of a development, the purpose
needs to be determined objectively from
the nature of the facility to be provided,
not how individual users might consider
it. It was sufficient in the opinion of the
Court of Appeal that the facility was
used as an abode or for habitation on
an ongoing basis for the working life of
the relevant mines in the area. They said
it mattered not that different occupants
would occupy different rooms at
different times with no permanence as
to individual accommodation or room
allocation.

MAC had also sought to argue that the
purpose of the facility was akin to that of a
motel (which would have been permitted
under the LEP) but was not successful
because the facility was not open to all
members of the public, something which
the Court of Appeal held was an essential
characteristic of a motel.
Companies providing accommodation
villages or the like may find it desirable to
associate their planning consent applications
with planning consents required for
major resource projects. The NSW State
Environmental Planning Policy for Mining
Petroleum and Extractive Industries 2007
provides that an accommodation facility
is only ancillary to the main development
(being the development of the resource
project), as such it is possible for that
ancillary use to be approved even if it is
over land where that use is otherwise
prohibited. In NSW at least, absent a
significant alteration to relevant planning
instruments, operators will need to be
particularly careful of the zoning restrictions
which could enable those seeking to restrict
mining activities to raise legal challenges to
any such development.
Andrew Price - aprice@piperalderman.com.au
Kate Angus - kangus@piperalderman.com.au

Piper Alderman’s Energy and Resources group
recently welcomed two new senior team members.
Greg English joined the Adelaide office as a partner, bringing a wealth of experience in capital raisings and ASX
compliance, tenement acquisition, project management, contractual issues and business development. Greg is a
qualified mining engineer as well as an experienced lawyer. He has worked on numerous large underground and
open pit metalliferous and coal mines throughout Australia, has been an in-house lawyer at Santos Limited and as
a non-executive director of several listed and unlisted public exploration companies.
Greg English
Our Brisbane Energy and Resources team has been strengthened by the arrival of Consultant, Ewan Robertson
and his team. Ewan is a corporate lawyer with significant experience in transactional and project work, mergers
and acquisitions and joint ventures in the energy and resources sector. Previously a partner in a prominent UK/
US law firm, Ewan’s clients have included mining, oil and gas and renewable energy.

Ewan Robertson
www.piperalderman.com.au
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LOOKING for
common ground
Agripower Australia Ltd v J & D Rigging Pty Ltd [2013] QSC 164
Senior Associate, Juniper Watson examines a Queensland Supreme Court
decision where it was found that the Building and Construction Industry Payments
Act 2004 (Qld) did not apply to a claim arising from a contract for the dismantling
of plant on land the subject of a mining lease, a decision based not on the mining
exclusion within that Act, but on the Act’s definition of construction work. All
states have similar legislation.
Section 10 of the Qld Act defines construction work by way of reference to
buildings, structures or works “forming, or to form, part of land”. The word
land is not defined in the Act and yet its meaning is critical to the breadth of the
concept of construction work and thereby the reach of the Act in its application
to construction contracts. Her Honour held that there was no intention under the
Act to displace the concept of land as it existed either at common law or pursuant
to the Acts Interpretation Act 1954 (Qld). The reference in the Act to structures
being able to form part of land “whether permanent or not” was viewed as an
“indicator of consistency” with the common law concept of land rather than
departing from it.
This meant that the common law distinction between chattels (moveable assets)
and fixtures (part of land) was to be considered in order to determine whether
the mining plant to be removed formed part of the land. The objective intention at
the time that plant is affixed – including the purpose and degree of annexation, is
relevant to whether plant becomes a fixture, or remains a chattel.
In this case the plant had been erected and used pursuant to, and was required
to be removed upon expiry of, a mining tenement. It was critical that the mining
tenement did not create ownership rights in the relevant real property. As a result
the plant was never intended to be permanent. It was for this reason that the
plant never became a fixture and therefore its removal could not be considered
construction work for the purposes of the Act.
This decision has potentially wide-reaching implications for the mining industry.
Contracts for work that may otherwise have been considered to be construction
work will need to be carefully considered where the relevant land access rights
are limited to mining tenements. Based on this case, in such circumstances the
Act is not likely to apply. While that may be seen as a boon to the mining industry
in the short term, in the event that it leads to contractors going out of business
while awaiting payment on legitimate claims this is likely to lead to a reduction in
competition in the market.
Juniper Watson - jwatson@piperalderman.com.au

Joint venture
structures
in mining and
resources
projects
In the August edition of Piper Alderman
e-Bulletin, Lawyer, Shao Ma discussed
the features and consequences of the two
main types of joint venture structures
commonly used in mining and resources,
and the possible legal implications including
unintended additional tax consequences
and other undesirable or unnecessary
legal obligations if the incorrect vehicle is
adopted. Click here to read the article
or visit www.piperalderman.com.au/
publications
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Important Disclaimer: The material contained in this publication is comment of a general nature only and is not and nor is it intended to be advice on any specific professional matter. In that the
effectiveness or accuracy of any professional advice depends upon the particular circumstances of each case, neither the firm nor any individual author accepts any responsibility whatsoever for any acts
or omissions resulting from reliance upon the content of any articles. Before acting on the basis of any material contained in this publication, we recommend that you consult your professional adviser.

